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Warp 9 Racing’s Short-Style
Folding Levers and Chain Guide
by Aaron Demo

Warp 9 Racing started as a quality discount aftermarket wheel
supplier and has stepped up
with some great CNCed farkles
for your bike. I recently added
the Warp 9 Racing’s short style
folding clutch and brake levers
to my 2006 DR650 and was immediately impressed. Besides
looking great, the short levers
were a breeze to install with
the included hardware. They fit
nicely behind my Barkbusters
handguards without any adjustments. The action was smoother
than the stock levers, and they
are fully adjustable to accommodate different hand sizes and
personal preferences for both
clutch and brake pull. With an
MSRP of $39 for each lever, you
will be hard pressed to find a
better value for your money.
I also installed the Warp 9 Racing black chain guide to replace
the OEM plastic unit that was
broken. The chain guide is easy
to install without removing the
chain or the rear wheel, and has
a replaceable Delrin lower sliderblock. A diagram of the chain
guide showing where to put
the spacers would have sped
up the installation a little, but
it didn’t take long to figure out
where they belonged. At $59.99,

another great deal from Warp 9 as
they continue to bring adventure and
dual-sport products to their line-up.
Warp9Racing.com

PROS
Excellent price point on
all items
Easy lever install. Fits
behind bark busters without
having to cut levers
Excellent durability
Great looks

CONS
Diagram for chain guide
installation would be
helpful
Only one color available
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